The American Pro-Pipe System is a 28.6mm pipe and connector system. Its durable components allow easy application of lean manufacturing principles. Proven for its savings in key areas of continuous improvement, this system guides inventory control and improves material flow and productivity.

The American Pro-Pipe System is a 28.6mm powder coated pipe and connector system. Pipe available in 19- and 14-gauge options. Well suited for environments with temperature changes. For robust applications and conducive to applications with 5S cleaning requirements. Compatible with most 28.6mm pipe systems.

WHY AMERICAN PRO-PIPE?

- 28.6mm powder coated pipe and connector system
- Pipe available in 19- and 14-gauge options
- Well suited for environments with temperature changes
- For robust applications and conducive to applications with 5S cleaning requirements
- Compatible with most 28.6mm pipe systems

LEAN APPLICATIONS

THE PERFECT TOOL FOR DYNAMIC ASSEMBLY AND MATERIAL HANDLING OPERATIONS

www.ctekleansolutions.com

ABOUT C TEK LEAN SOLUTIONS, INC

For over 20 years, C Tek has provided lean material handling solutions across North America. With our high-quality materials and innovative design, we have worked across all industries to eliminate waste and drive efficient and safe environments for our customers.